EuroPLoP 2008 - Writers workshop

Start here...

Few minutes to refresh our memories

If doing another paper...

Cleansing the palette

... end here

Thank the author

Clarification of points from the author

Author returns

Closing remarks

Once around the circle

Author introduces the paper by reading section

Questions to author: from chair, from group

Author removes self

Group member summarises paper

Additional summaries

Form and style

Rapid form: once around the circle

Open discussion

Spend most of the session in this area

Allow author to answer questions, clarify points, etc.

Content

Suggestions for improvement

Things we liked

Things we liked

Suggestions for improvement

Motivation for the paper?

What do you hope to achieve?

Questions from reading the paper

Question from author to group

Question group to the author

Questions from the author

Thank the author

If doing another paper...

Cleansing the palette

... end here

Thank the author

Clarification of points from the author

Author returns

Closing remarks

Once around the circle
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